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SECTION IV

TEST SPECIFICATIONS: SAT MATH TEST

A Transparent Blueprint

This section describes the content, format, and distinctive new features
of the Math Test in the redesigned sat, as well as the skills it measures.
This section also includes annotated sample questions that help illustrate
central aspects of the test.
OVERALL CLAIM FOR THE TEST
The redesigned sat’s Math Test is intended to collect evidence in support
of the following claim about student performance:
4UVEFOUTIBWFGMVFODZXJUI VOEFSTUBOEJOHPG BOEUIF
BCJMJUZUPBQQMZUIFNBUIFNBUJDBMDPODFQUT TLJMMT BOE
QSBDUJDFTUIBUBSFNPTUTUSPOHMZQSFSFRVJTJUFBOEDFOUSBMUP
UIFJSBCJMJUZUPQSPHSFTTUISPVHIBSBOHFPGDPMMFHFDPVSTFT 
DBSFFSUSBJOJOH BOEDBSFFSPQQPSUVOJUJFT

TEST DESCRIPTION
In keeping with the evidence about essential requirements for college
and career readiness described in Section II, the redesigned sat will
require a stronger command of fewer, more important topics. To succeed
on the redesigned sat, students will need to exhibit mathematical
practices, such as problem solving and using appropriate tools
strategically. The sat will also provide opportunities for richer applied
problems.
The redesigned sat’s Math Test has four content areas:

x Heart of Algebra
x Problem Solving and Data Analysis
x Passport to Advanced Math
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x Additional Topics in Math
Questions in each content area span the full range of difficulty and
address relevant practices, fluency, and conceptual understanding.

Test Summary
The following table summarizes the key content dimensions of the
redesigned sat’s Math Test.
SAT MATH TEST CONTENT SPECIFICATIONS
Time Allotted

NJOVUFT

$BMDVMBUPS1PSUJPO RVFTUJPOT 

NJOVUFT

/P$BMDVMBUPS1PSUJPO RVFTUJPOT 

NJOVUFT
NUMBER

PERCENTAGE OF TEST

Total Items

RVFTUJPOT



.VMUJQMF$IPJDF .$ PQUJPOT 

RVFTUJPOT



4UVEFOU1SPEVDFE3FTQPOTF 413HSJEJO 

RVFTUJPOT



RVFTUJPOT



RVFTUJPOT



RVFTUJPOT



Contribution of Items to Subscores
Heart of Algebra
"OBMZ[JOHBOEGMVFOUMZTPMWJOHFRVBUJPOTBOE
TZTUFNTPGFRVBUJPOT
$SFBUJOHFYQSFTTJPOT FRVBUJPOT BOEJOFRVBMJUJFTUP
SFQSFTFOUSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFORVBOUJUJFTBOEUP
TPMWFQSPCMFNT
3FBSSBOHJOHBOEJOUFSQSFUJOHGPSNVMBT
Problem Solving and Data Analysis
$SFBUJOHBOEBOBMZ[JOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTVTJOHSBUJPT 
QSPQPSUJPOT QFSDFOUBHFT BOEVOJUT
%FTDSJCJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTTIPXOHSBQIJDBMMZ
4VNNBSJ[JOHRVBMJUBUJWFBOERVBOUJUBUJWFEBUB
Passport to Advanced Math
3FXSJUJOHFYQSFTTJPOTVTJOHUIFJSTUSVDUVSF
$SFBUJOH BOBMZ[JOH BOEGMVFOUMZTPMWJOHRVBESBUJD
BOEIJHIFSPSEFSFRVBUJPOT
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SAT MATH TEST CONTENT SPECIFICATIONS
.BOJQVMBUJOHQPMZOPNJBMTQVSQPTFGVMMZUPTPMWF
QSPCMFNT
RVFTUJPOT



"OBMZTJTJO4DJFODF

RVFTUJPOT



"OBMZTJTJO)JTUPSZ4PDJBM4UVEJFT

RVFTUJPOT



Additional Topics in Math*
.BLJOHBSFBBOEWPMVNFDBMDVMBUJPOTJODPOUFYU
*OWFTUJHBUJOHMJOFT BOHMFT USJBOHMFT BOEDJSDMFT
VTJOHUIFPSFNT
8PSLJOHXJUIUSJHPOPNFUSJDGVODUJPOT
Contribution of Items to Cross-Test Scores

2VFTUJPOTVOEFS"EEJUJPOBM5PQJDTJO.BUIDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFUPUBM.BUI5FTUTDPSFCVUEPOPUDPOUSJCVUFUPBTVCTDPSFXJUIJOUIF.BUI5FTU

The test covers all mathematical practices, with an emphasis on problem
solving, modeling, using appropriate tools strategically, and looking for
and making use of structure to do algebra. The practices emphasized
in the redesigned sat are central to the demands of postsecondary
work. Problem solving requires students to make sense of problems and
persevere to solve them, a skill highly rated by postsecondary instructors
(Conley et al., Reaching the Goal, 2011). Modeling stresses applications
characteristic of the entire postsecondary curriculum. Students will
be asked throughout high school, college, and careers to make choices
about which tools to use in solving problems. Finally, structure is
fundamental to algebra and to other more advanced mathematics.
As indicated in the test specifications above, the Math Test has two
portions. One is a 55-minute portion comprising 38 questions for which
students are allowed to use calculators to solve the problems. The other
is a 25-minute portion comprising 20 questions for which students are
not allowed to use calculators to solve the problems. The blueprint for
each of these portions is shown below.
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CALCULATOR PORTION
Number of Questions
Total Questions
.VMUJQMF$IPJDF .$ 
4UVEFOU1SPEVDFE3FTQPOTF 413HSJEJO 

% of Test

38

100%









38

100%

)FBSUPG"MHFCSB





1SPCMFN4PMWJOHBOE%BUB"OBMZTJT

Content Categories





1BTTQPSUUP"EWBODFE.BUI





"EEJUJPOBM5PQJDTJO.BUI





Time Allocated

NJOVUFT

NO-CALCULATOR PORTION
Number of Questions
Total Questions

20

100%









20

100%

)FBSUPG"MHFCSB





1BTTQPSUUP"EWBODFE.BUI





"EEJUJPOBM5PQJDTJO.BUI





.VMUJQMF$IPJDF .$ 
4UVEFOU1SPEVDFE3FTQPOTF 413HSJEJO 
Content Categories

Time Allocated
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SECTION IV

Detailed Description of the Content and Skills
Measured by the SAT Math Test

The sat has been redesigned to better align to what research shows
students need to know and be able to do in order to be prepared for
college and careers. This goal has led to a more focused sat with a
balance across fluency, conceptual understanding, and application.
In these and other ways, such as embedding mathematical practices,
the redesigned sat is also a good reflection of college- and
career-ready standards.
We will continue to be guided by research and evidence as we develop
the redesigned sat. In the months leading up to its release, for example,
we may find through research that we need to adjust elements described
in this document, such as time limits, number of questions or tasks, or
scores reported. When and if we make these or other changes, we will
do so solely to enhance the validity evidence supporting the test for its
intended purposes, and we will communicate those changes as widely as
possible and in a timely manner.
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HEART OF ALGEBRA: LINEAR EQUATIONS AND FUNCTIONS
SAT HEART OF ALGEBRA DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

Application
 $SFBUF TPMWF PSJOUFSQSFUMJOFBS
FRVBUJPOTJOPOFWBSJBCMF

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUF TPMWF PSJOUFSQSFUBMJOFBSFYQSFTTJPOPSFRVBUJPOJO
POFWBSJBCMFUIBUSFQSFTFOUTBDPOUFYU5IFFYQSFTTJPOPSFRVBUJPOXJMMIBWF
SBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT BOENVMUJQMFTUFQTNBZCFSFRVJSFEUPTJNQMJGZUIF
FYQSFTTJPO TJNQMJGZUIFFRVBUJPO PSTPMWFGPSUIFWBSJBCMFJOUIFFRVBUJPO

 $SFBUF TPMWF PSJOUFSQSFUMJOFBS
JOFRVBMJUJFTJOPOFWBSJBCMF

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUF TPMWF PSJOUFSQSFUBMJOFBSJOFRVBMJUZJOPOFWBSJBCMF
UIBU SFQSFTFOUT B DPOUFYU 5IF JOFRVBMJUZ XJMM IBWF SBUJPOBM DPFGGJDJFOUT  BOE
NVMUJQMFTUFQTNBZCFSFRVJSFEUPTJNQMJGZPSTPMWFGPSUIFWBSJBCMF

 #VJMEBMJOFBSGVODUJPOUIBUNPEFMT
BMJOFBSSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUXP
RVBOUJUJFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMEFTDSJCFBMJOFBSSFMBUJPOTIJQUIBUNPEFMTBDPOUFYUVTJOHFJUIFS
BOFRVBUJPOJOUXPWBSJBCMFTPSGVODUJPOOPUBUJPO5IFFRVBUJPOPSGVODUJPOXJMM
IBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT BOENVMUJQMFTUFQTNBZCFSFRVJSFEUPCVJMEBOE
TJNQMJGZUIFFRVBUJPOPSGVODUJPO

 $SFBUF TPMWF BOEJOUFSQSFUTZTUFNT
PGMJOFBSJOFRVBMJUJFTJOUXPWBSJBCMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBOBMZ[FPOFPSNPSFDPOTUSBJOUTUIBUFYJTUCFUXFFOUXPWBSJBCMFT
CZDSFBUJOH TPMWJOH PSJOUFSQSFUJOHBOJOFRVBMJUZJOUXPWBSJBCMFTPSBTZTUFNPG
JOFRVBMJUJFTJOUXPWBSJBCMFTUPSFQSFTFOUBDPOUFYU.VMUJQMFTUFQTNBZCFSFRVJSFE
UPDSFBUFUIFJOFRVBMJUZPSTZTUFNPGJOFRVBMJUJFTPSUPEFUFSNJOFXIFUIFSBHJWFO
QPJOUJTJOUIFTPMVUJPOTFU

 $SFBUF TPMWF BOEJOUFSQSFUTZTUFNTPG 5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBOBMZ[FPOFPSNPSFDPOTUSBJOUTUIBUFYJTUCFUXFFOUXPWBSJBCMFT
UXPMJOFBSFRVBUJPOTJOUXPWBSJBCMFT CZDSFBUJOH TPMWJOH PSBOBMZ[JOHBTZTUFNPGMJOFBSFRVBUJPOTUPSFQSFTFOUB
DPOUFYU5IFFRVBUJPOTXJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT BOENVMUJQMFTUFQTNBZ
CFSFRVJSFEUPTJNQMJGZPSTPMWFUIFTZTUFN
Fluency
6. 4PMWFMJOFBSFRVBUJPOTJOPOFWBSJBCMF 5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBMHFCSBJDBMMZTPMWFBOFRVBUJPO PSJOFRVBMJUZ JOPOFWBSJBCMF5IF
FRVBUJPO PSJOFRVBMJUZ XJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUTBOENBZSFRVJSFNVMUJQMF
TUFQTUPTPMWFGPSUIFWBSJBCMFUIFFRVBUJPONBZZJFMEOPTPMVUJPO POFTPMVUJPO 
PSJOGJOJUFMZNBOZTPMVUJPOT5IFTUVEFOUNBZBMTPCFBTLFEUPEFUFSNJOFUIF
WBMVFPGBDPOTUBOUPSDPFGGJDJFOUGPSBOFRVBUJPOXJUIOPTPMVUJPOPSJOGJOJUFMZ
NBOZTPMVUJPOT
 4PMWFTZTUFNTPGUXPMJOFBSFRVBUJPOT
JOUXPWBSJBCMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBMHFCSBJDBMMZTPMWFBTZTUFNPGUXPMJOFBSFRVBUJPOTJOUXP
WBSJBCMFT5IFFRVBUJPOTXJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT BOEUIFTZTUFNNBZZJFME
OPTPMVUJPO POFTPMVUJPO PSJOGJOJUFMZNBOZTPMVUJPOT5IFTUVEFOUNBZBMTP
CFBTLFEUPEFUFSNJOFUIFWBMVFPGBDPOTUBOUPSDPFGGJDJFOUPGBOFRVBUJPOJO
XIJDIUIFTZTUFNIBTOPTPMVUJPO POFTPMVUJPO PSJOGJOJUFMZNBOZTPMVUJPOT

Conceptual Understanding
 *OUFSQSFUUIFWBSJBCMFTBOEDPOTUBOUT
JOFYQSFTTJPOTGPSMJOFBSGVODUJPOT
XJUIJOUIFDPOUFYUQSFTFOUFE
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SAT HEART OF ALGEBRA DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

 6OEFSTUBOEDPOOFDUJPOT
CFUXFFOBMHFCSBJDBOEHSBQIJDBM
SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTFMFDUBHSBQIEFTDSJCFECZBHJWFOMJOFBSFRVBUJPO TFMFDUBMJOFBS
FRVBUJPOUIBUEFTDSJCFTBHJWFOHSBQI EFUFSNJOFUIFFRVBUJPOPGBMJOFHJWFO
BWFSCBMEFTDSJQUJPOPGJUTHSBQI EFUFSNJOFLFZGFBUVSFTPGUIFHSBQIPGBMJOFBS
GVODUJPOGSPNJUTFRVBUJPO PSEFUFSNJOFIPXBHSBQINBZCFJNQBDUFECZB
DIBOHFJOJUTFRVBUJPO

Algebra is the language of much of high school mathematics, and
it is also an important prerequisite for advanced mathematics and
postsecondary education in many subjects. The redesigned sat focuses
strongly on algebra and recognizes in particular the essentials of the
subject that are most essential for success in college and careers. Heart
of Algebra will assess students’ ability to analyze, fluently solve, and
create linear equations and inequalities. Students will also be expected
to analyze and fluently solve equations and systems of equations using
multiple techniques.
To assess full command of the material, these problems will vary
significantly in form and appearance. Problems may be straightforward
fluency exercises or may pose challenges of strategy or understanding,
such as interpreting the interplay between graphical and algebraic
representations or solving as a process of reasoning. Students will
be required to demonstrate both procedural skill and a deeper
understanding of the concepts that undergird linear equations and
functions to successfully exhibit a command of the Heart of Algebra.
Mastering linear equations and functions has clear benefits to
students. The ability to use linear equations to model scenarios and to
represent unknown quantities is powerful across the curriculum in the
postsecondary classroom as well as in the workplace. Further, linear
equations and functions remain the bedrock upon which much of
advanced mathematics is built. Consider, for example, that
derivatives in calculus are used to approximate curves by straight lines
and to approximate nonlinear functions by linear ones. Without a strong
foundation in the core of algebra, much of this advanced work
remains inaccessible.
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PROBLEM SOLVING AND DATA ANALYSIS: PROPORTIONAL
RELATIONSHIPS, PERCENTAGES, COMPLEX MEASUREMENTS,
AND DATA INTERPRETATION AND SYNTHESIS
SAT PROBLEM SOLVING AND DATA ANALYSIS DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

Application
 6TFSBUJPT SBUFT QSPQPSUJPOBM
SFMBUJPOTIJQT BOETDBMFESBXJOHTUP
TPMWFTJOHMFBOENVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFBQSPQPSUJPOBMSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUXPWBSJBCMFTUPTPMWF
BNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUPEFUFSNJOFBSBUJPPSSBUFDBMDVMBUFBSBUJPPSSBUFBOE
UIFOTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUBLFBHJWFOSBUJPPSSBUFBOETPMWFBNVMUJTUFQ
QSPCMFN

 4PMWFTJOHMFBOENVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNT
JOWPMWJOHQFSDFOUBHFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUPEFUFSNJOFBQFSDFOUBHFDBMDVMBUF
BQFSDFOUBHFBOEUIFOTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUBLFBHJWFOQFSDFOUBHFBOE
TPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFN

 4PMWFTJOHMFBOENVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNT
JOWPMWJOHNFBTVSFNFOURVBOUJUJFT 
VOJUT BOEVOJUDPOWFSTJPO

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUPEFUFSNJOFBVOJUSBUFDBMDVMBUF
BVOJUSBUFBOEUIFOTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUP
DPNQMFUFBVOJUDPOWFSTJPOTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFNUPDBMDVMBUFEFOTJUZVTF
UIFDPODFQUPGEFOTJUZUPTPMWFBNVMUJTUFQQSPCMFN

 (JWFOBTDBUUFSQMPU VTFMJOFBS 
RVBESBUJD PSFYQPOFOUJBMNPEFMT
UPEFTDSJCFIPXUIFWBSJBCMFTBSF
SFMBUFE

5IFTUVEFOUXJMM HJWFOBTDBUUFSQMPU TFMFDUUIFFRVBUJPOPGBMJOFPSDVSWFPGCFTU
GJUJOUFSQSFUUIFMJOFJOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFTJUVBUJPOVTFUIFMJOFPSDVSWFPGCFTUGJU
UPNBLFBQSFEJDUJPO

 6TFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUXP
WBSJBCMFTUPJOWFTUJHBUFLFZGFBUVSFT
PGUIFHSBQI

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMNBLFDPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFHSBQIJDBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOPGB
SFMBUJPOTIJQBOEQSPQFSUJFTPGUIFHSBQICZTFMFDUJOHUIFHSBQIUIBUSFQSFTFOUT
UIFQSPQFSUJFTEFTDSJCFEVTJOHUIFHSBQIUPJEFOUJGZBWBMVFPSTFUPGWBMVFT

 $PNQBSFMJOFBSHSPXUIXJUI
FYQPOFOUJBMHSPXUI

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMJOGFSUIFDPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFOUXPWBSJBCMFTHJWFOBDPOUFYU
JOPSEFSUPEFUFSNJOFXIBUUZQFPGNPEFMGJUTCFTU

 6TFUXPXBZUBCMFTUPTVNNBSJ[F
DBUFHPSJDBMEBUBBOESFMBUJWF
GSFRVFODJFT BOEDBMDVMBUF
DPOEJUJPOBMQSPCBCJMJUZ

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTVNNBSJ[FDBUFHPSJDBMEBUBPSVTFDBUFHPSJDBMEBUBUPDBMDVMBUF
DPOEJUJPOBMGSFRVFODJFTDPOEJUJPOBMQSPCBCJMJUJFTBTTPDJBUJPOPGWBSJBCMFT
JOEFQFOEFODFPGFWFOUT

 .BLFJOGFSFODFTBCPVUQPQVMBUJPO
QBSBNFUFSTCBTFEPOTBNQMFEBUB

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMFTUJNBUFBQPQVMBUJPOQBSBNFUFSHJWFOUIFSFTVMUTGSPNB
SBOEPNTBNQMFPGUIFQPQVMBUJPO5IFTBNQMFTUBUJTUJDTNBZNFOUJPODPOGJEFODF
JOUFSWBMTBOENFBTVSFNFOUFSSPSUIBUUIFTUVEFOUTIPVMEVOEFSTUBOEBOENBLF
VTFPG CVUOFFEOPUDBMDVMBUF

9. 6TFTUBUJTUJDTUPJOWFTUJHBUFNFBTVSFT
PGDFOUFSPGEBUBBOEBOBMZ[FTIBQF 
DFOUFS BOETQSFBE

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDBMDVMBUFNFBTVSFTPGDFOUFSBOEPSTQSFBEGPSBHJWFOTFUPG
EBUBPSVTFHJWFOTUBUJTUJDTUPDPNQBSFUXPTFQBSBUFTFUTPGEBUB5IFNFBTVSFT
PGDFOUFSUIBUNBZCFDBMDVMBUFEJODMVEFNFBO NFEJBO BOENPEF BOEUIF
NFBTVSFTPGTQSFBEUIBUNBZCFDBMDVMBUFEJODMVEFSBOHF8IFODPNQBSJOH
UXPEBUBTFUT UIFTUVEFOUNBZJOWFTUJHBUFNFBO NFEJBO NPEF SBOHF BOEPS
TUBOEBSEEFWJBUJPO

 &WBMVBUFSFQPSUTUPNBLFJOGFSFODFT,
KVTUJGZDPODMVTJPOT BOEEFUFSNJOF
BQQSPQSJBUFOFTTPGEBUBDPMMFDUJPO
NFUIPET

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMFWBMVBUFSFQPSUTUPNBLFJOGFSFODFT KVTUJGZDPODMVTJPOT BOE
EFUFSNJOFBQQSPQSJBUFOFTTPGEBUBDPMMFDUJPONFUIPET5IFSFQPSUTNBZDPOTJTUPG
UBCMFT HSBQIT BOEUFYUTVNNBSJFT
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The redesigned sat ’s Math Test has responded to the research evidence
identifying what is essential for college readiness and success by focusing
significantly on problem solving and data analysis: the ability to create
a representation of a problem, consider the units involved, attend to
the meaning of quantities, and know and use different properties of
operations and objects. Problems in this category will require significant
quantitative reasoning about ratios, rates, and proportional relationships
and will place a premium on understanding and applying unit rate.
Interpreting and synthesizing data are widely applicable skills in
postsecondary education and careers. In the redesigned sat ’s Math Test,
students will be expected to identify quantitative measures of center, the
overall pattern, and any striking deviations from the overall pattern and
spread in one or two different data sets. This includes recognizing the
effects of outliers on the measures of center of a data set. In keeping with
the need to stress widely applicable prerequisites, the redesigned sat
emphasizes applying core concepts and methods of statistics, rather than
covering broadly a vast range of statistical techniques.
Finally, the redesigned sat’s Math Test emphasizes students’ ability to
apply math to solve problems in rich and varied contexts and features
problems that require the application of problem solving and data analysis
to solve problems in science, social studies, and career-related contexts.
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SECTION IV

PASSPORT TO ADVANCED MATH:
ANALYZING ADVANCED EXPRESSIONS
SAT PASSPORT TO ADVANCED MATH DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

Application
 $SFBUFRVBESBUJDPSFYQPOFOUJBM
GVODUJPOT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUFBRVBESBUJDPSFYQPOFOUJBMGVODUJPOPSFRVBUJPOUIBU
NPEFMTBDPOUFYU5IFFRVBUJPOXJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUTBOENBZ
SFRVJSFNVMUJQMFTUFQTUPTJNQMJGZPSTPMWFUIFFRVBUJPO

 $IPPTFBOEQSPEVDFFRVJWBMFOU
GPSNTPGFYQSFTTJPOTUPSFWFBMBOE
FYQMBJOQSPQFSUJFTPGBRVBOUJUZ

5IFTUVEFOUXJMM HJWFOBDPOUFYU EFUFSNJOFUIFNPTUTVJUBCMFGPSNPGBO
FYQSFTTJPOPSFRVBUJPOUPSFWFBMBQBSUJDVMBSUSBJU

Procedural Skill and Fluency
 $SFBUFFRVJWBMFOUFYQSFTTJPOT
JOWPMWJOHSBEJDBMTBOESBUJPOBM
FYQPOFOUT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUFFRVJWBMFOUFYQSFTTJPOTJOWPMWJOHSBUJPOBMFYQPOFOUTBOE
SBEJDBMT JODMVEJOHTJNQMJGZJOHPSSFXSJUJOHJOPUIFSGPSNT

 $SFBUFFRVJWBMFOUGPSNTPG
FYQSFTTJPOTCZVTJOHTUSVDUVSF

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUFBOFRVJWBMFOUGPSNPGBOBMHFCSBJDFYQSFTTJPOCZ
VTJOHTUSVDUVSFBOEGMVFODZXJUIPQFSBUJPOT

5.

4PMWFRVBESBUJDFRVBUJPOT

5IF TUVEFOU XJMM TPMWF B RVBESBUJD FRVBUJPO IBWJOH SBUJPOBM DPFGGJDJFOUT 5IF
FRVBUJPODBOCFQSFTFOUFEJOBXJEFSBOHFPGGPSNTUPSFXBSEBUUFOEJOHUP
BMHFCSBJDTUSVDUVSFBOEDBOSFRVJSFNBOJQVMBUJPOJOPSEFSUPTPMWF

 1FSGPSNBSJUINFUJDPQFSBUJPOTPO
QPMZOPNJBMT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBEE TVCUSBDU BOENVMUJQMZQPMZOPNJBMFYQSFTTJPOTBOE
TJNQMJGZUIFSFTVMU5IFFYQSFTTJPOTXJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT

 4PMWFSBEJDBMBOESBUJPOBMFRVBUJPOT
JOPOFWBSJBCMF JODMVEJOHFYBNQMFT
XIFSFUIFSFBSFFYUSBOFPVT
TPMVUJPOT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTPMWFBOFRVBUJPOJOPOFWBSJBCMFUIBUDPOUBJOTSBEJDBMTPS
DPOUBJOTUIFWBSJBCMFJOUIFEFOPNJOBUPSPGBGSBDUJPO5IFFRVBUJPOXJMMIBWF
SBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT BOEUIFTUVEFOUNBZCFSFRVJSFEUPJEFOUJGZXIFOB
SFTVMUJOHTPMVUJPOJTFYUSBOFPVT

 4PMWFBTZTUFNPGFRVBUJPOT
DPOTJTUJOHPGPOFMJOFBSBOEPOF
RVBESBUJDFRVBUJPOJOUXPWBSJBCMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTPMWFBTZTUFNPGPOFMJOFBSFRVBUJPOBOEPOF
RVBESBUJDFRVBUJPO5IFFRVBUJPOTXJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT

9. 3FXSJUFTJNQMFSBUJPOBMFYQSFTTJPOT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBEE TVCUSBDU NVMUJQMZ PSEJWJEFUXPSBUJPOBMFYQSFTTJPOTPS
EJWJEFUXPQPMZOPNJBMFYQSFTTJPOTBOETJNQMJGZUIFSFTVMU5IFFYQSFTTJPOT
XJMMIBWFSBUJPOBMDPFGGJDJFOUT

Conceptual Understanding
 *OUFSQSFUQBSts of nonlinear
FYQSFTTJPOTJOUFSNTPGUIFJSDPOUFYU.

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMNBLFDPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFOBDPOUFYUBOEUIFOPOMJOFBSFRVBUJPO
UIBUNPEFMTUIFDPOUFYUUPJEFOUJGZPSEFTDSJCFUIFSFBMMJGFNFBOJOHPGBDPOTUBOU
UFSN BWBSJBCMF PSBGFBUVSFPGUIFHJWFOFRVBUJPO

 6OEFSTUBOEUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
[FSPTBOEGBDUPSTPGQPMZOPNJBMTVTF
JUUPTLFUDIHSBQIT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFQSPQFSUJFTPGGBDUPSBCMFQPMZOPNJBMTUPTPMWFDPODFQUVBM
QSPCMFNTSFMBUJOHUP[FSPT TVDIBTEFUFSNJOJOHXIFUIFSBOFYQSFTTJPOJTBGBDUPS
PGBQPMZOPNJBMCBTFEPOPUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOQSPWJEFE
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SECTION IV

SAT PASSPORT TO ADVANCED MATH DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

12. 6OEFSTUBOEBOPOMJOFBSSFMBUJPOTIJQ
CFUXFFOUXPWBSJBCMFTCZNBLJOH
DPOOFDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFJSBMHFCSBJD
BOEHSBQIJDBMSFQSFTFOUBUJPOT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMTFMFDUBHSBQIDPSSFTQPOEJOHUPBHJWFOOPOMJOFBSFRVBUJPO 
JOUFSQSFUHSBQITJOUIFDPOUFYUPGTPMWJOHTZTUFNTPGFRVBUJPOT TFMFDUBOPOMJOFBS
FRVBUJPODPSSFTQPOEJOHUPBHJWFOHSBQI EFUFSNJOFUIFFRVBUJPOPGBDVSWF
HJWFOBWFSCBMEFTDSJQUJPOPGBHSBQI EFUFSNJOFLFZGFBUVSFTPGUIFHSBQIPGB
MJOFBSGVODUJPOGSPNJUTFRVBUJPO PSEFUFSNJOFUIFJNQBDUUPBHSBQIPGBDIBOHF
JOUIFEFGJOJOHFRV UJPO

 6TFGVODUJPOOPUBtion, and
JOUFSQSFUTUBUFNFOUTVTJOHGVODUJPO
OPUBUJPO

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFGVODUJPOOPUBUJPOUPTPMWFDPODFQUVBMQSPCMFNTSFMBUFEUP
USBOTGPSNBUJPOTBOEDPNQPTJUJPOTPGGVODUJPOT

 6TFTUSVDUVSFUPJTPMBUFPSJEFOUJGZB
RVBOUJUZPGJOUFSFTUJOBOFYQSFTTJPO
PSJTPMBUFBRVBOUJUZPGJOUFSFTUJOBO
FRVBUJPO

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMSFBSSBOHFBOFRVBUJPOPSGPSNVMBUPJTPMBUFBTJOHMFWBSJBCMFPSB
RVBOUJUZPGJOUFSFTU

As a test that provides an entry point to postsecondary education and
careers, the redesigned sat ’s Math Test will include topics that are
central to the ability of students to progress to later, more advanced
mathematics. Problems in Passport to Advanced Math will cover topics
that have great relevance and utility for college and career work.
Chief among these topics is the understanding of the structure of
expressions and the ability to analyze, manipulate, and rewrite these
expressions. This includes an understanding of the key parts of
expressions, such as terms, factors, and coefficients, and the ability
to interpret complicated expressions made up of these components.
Students will be able to show their skill in rewriting expressions,
identifying equivalent forms of expressions, and understanding the
purpose of different forms.
This category also includes reasoning with more complex equations,
including solving quadratic and higher-order equations in one variable
and understanding the graphs of quadratic and higher-order functions.
Finally, this category includes the ability to interpret and build functions,
another skill crucial for success in later mathematics and scientific fields.
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SECTION IV

ADDITIONAL TOPICS IN MATH
SAT ADDITIONAL TOPICS IN MATH DOMAIN
Content Dimension

Description

Application
 4PMWFQSPCMFNTVTJOHWPMVNF
GPSNVMBT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFHJWFOJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUGJHVSFT TVDIBTMFOHUIPGBTJEF 
BSFBPGBGBDF PSWPMVNFPGBTPMJE UPDBMDVMBUFNJTTJOHJOGPSNBUJPO"OZSFRVJSFE
WPMVNFGPSNVMBTXJMMCFQSPWJEFEUPTUVEFOUTFJUIFSPOUIFGPSNVMBTIFFUPS
XJUIJOUIFRVFTUJPO

 6TFUSJHPOPNFUSJDSBUJPTBOEUIF
1ZUIBHPSFBO5IFPSFNUPTPMWF
BQQMJFEQSPCMFNTJOWPMWJOHSJHIU
USJBOHMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUSJBOHMFTJEFMFOHUITPSBOHMFTQSFTFOUFE
JOBDPOUFYUUPDBMDVMBUFNJTTJOHJOGPSNBUJPOVTJOHUIF1ZUIBHPSFBOUIFPSFNBOE
PSUSJHPOPNFUSJDSBUJPT

Procedural Skill and Fluency
 1FSGPSNBSJUINFUJDPQFSBUJPOTPO
DPNQMFYOVNCFST

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMBEE TVCUSBDU NVMUJQMZ EJWJEF BOETJNQMJGZDPNQMFYOVNCFST

 $POWFSUCFUXFFOEFHSFFTBOE
SBEJBOTBOEVTFSBEJBOTUPEFUFSNJOF
BSDMFOHUITVTFUSJHPOPNFUSJD
GVODUJPOTPGSBEJBONFBTVSF

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDPOWFSUCFUXFFOBOHMFNFBTVSFTJOEFHSFFTBOESBEJBOTJO
PSEFSUPDBMDVMBUFBSDMFOHUITCZSFDPHOJ[JOHUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOBOBOHMF
NFBTVSFEJOSBEJBOTBOEBOBSDMFOHUI FWBMVBUJOHUSJHPOPNFUSJDGVODUJPOTPG
BOHMFTJOSBEJBOT

 "QQMZUIFPSFNTBCPVUDJSDMFTUPGJOE
BSDMFOHUIT BOHMFNFBTVSFT DIPSE
MFOHUIT BOEBSFBTPGTFDUPST

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFHJWFOJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUDJSDMFTBOEMJOFTUPDBMDVMBUFNJTTJOH
WBMVFTGPSSBEJVT EJBNFUFS DIPSEMFOHUI BOHMF BSD BOETFDUPSBSFB

Conceptual Understanding
 6TFDPODFQUTBOEUIFPSFNTBCPVU
DPOHSVFODFBOETJNJMBSJUZUPTPMWF
QSPCMFNTBCPVUMJOFT BOHMFT BOE
USJBOHMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFUIFPSFNTBCPVUUSJBOHMFTBOEJOUFSTFDUJOHMJOFTUPEFUFSNJOF
NJTTJOHMFOHUITBOEBOHMFNFBTVSFTPGUSJBOHMFT5IFTUVEFOUNBZBMTPCFBTLFE
UPQSPWJEFBNJTTJOHMFOHUIPSBOHMFUPTBUJTGZBHJWFOUIFPSFN

 6TFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFO
TJNJMBSJUZ SJHIUUSJBOHMFT BOE
USJHPOPNFUSJDSBUJPTVTFUIF
SFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOTJOFBOEDPTJOF
PGDPNQMFNFOUBSZBOHMFT

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMVTFUSJHPOPNFUSZBOEUIFPSFNTBCPVUUSJBOHMFTBOEJOUFSTFDUJOH
MJOFTUPEFUFSNJOFNJTTJOHMFOHUITBOEBOHMFNFBTVSFTPGSJHIUUSJBOHMFT5IF
TUVEFOUNBZBMTPCFBTLFEUPQSPWJEFBNJTTJOHMFOHUIPSBOHMFUIBUXPVMETBUJTGZ
BHJWFOUIFPSFN

 $SFBUFPSVTFBOFRVBUJPOJOUXP
WBSJBCMFTUPTPMWFBQSPCMFNBCPVUB
DJSDMFJOUIFDPPSEJOBUFQMBOF

5IFTUVEFOUXJMMDSFBUFBOFRVBUJPOPSVTFQSPQFSUJFTPGBOFRVBUJPOPGBDJSDMFUP
EFNPOTUSBUFPSEFUFSNJOFBQSPQFSUZPGUIFDJSDMFTHSBQI

While the overwhelming majority of problems on the redesigned
sat’s Math Test fall into the first three domains, the test also addresses
additional topics in high school math. In keeping with the approach
described in Section II, patterns of selection for these are governed by
evidence about their relevance to postsecondary education and work. The
additional topics include essential geometric and trigonometric concepts
and the Pythagorean Theorem, which become powerful methods of
analysis and problem solving when connected to other math domains.
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SECTION IV

SAMPLE QUESTIONS ILLUSTRATING DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
OF THE REDESIGNED SAT’S MATH TEST
The following distinctive features of the redesigned sat’s Math Test are
illustrated by sample questions that reflect the following:

» An emphasis on mathematical reasoning over reasoning questions
disconnected from the mathematics curriculum

» A strong emphasis on both fluency and understanding
» Richer applications, emphasizing career, science, and social studies
applications

» Item sets that allow for more than one question about a given scenario
» A no-calculator portion
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SECTION IV

REASONING ON THE REDESIGNED SAT’S MATH TEST WILL
CONNECT MORE DIRECTLY TO ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR
COLLEGE READINESS THAT ARE PART OF A RIGOROUS
HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM.
To see what this shift means, consider the following
question from the current sat: 1

Family
+BDLTPO

Number of
Consecutive
Nights


$BMMBO



&QTUFJO



-JV



#FOUPO



The table above shows the number of consecutive
nights that each of five families stayed at a certain
hotel during a 14-night period. If the Liu family’s
stay did not overlap with the Benton family’s stay,
which of the 14 nights could be a night on which
only one of the five families stayed at the hotel?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

The 3rd
The 5th
The 6th
The 8th
The 10th

This question presents the student with a reasoning
puzzle unrelated to the school mathematics
curriculum. Being able to solve unfamiliar
problems is valuable, but a test based entirely on
this idea does not provide as much assurance that
students have learned essential math skills and
practices — nor does it reward students for their
hard work in doing so.
The redesigned sat’s Math Test focuses on applied
reasoning skills that are both essential for college
readiness and taught in challenging high school
math classrooms. This means that the questions
will require reasoning and insight as they relate to
important curricular skills such as looking for and
making use of algebraic structure. In contrast to the
question on the left, consider the following sample
from the Heart of Algebra category:
example 1: Sample item from the redesigned sat

If

1
1
x + y = 4 , what is the value of 3x + 2y ?
2
3

A student may find the solution to this Heart of
Algebra problem by noticing the structure of the
given equation and seeing that multiplying both
1
1
sides of the equation x + y = 4 by 6 to clear
2
3
fractions from the equation yields 3x + 2y = 24.

 $PMMFHF#PBSE Official SAT Practice Test 2013–14 /FX:PSL"VUIPS  
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SECTION IV

A STRONG EMPHASIS ON BOTH FLUENCY
AND UNDERSTANDING

In Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics, the National Research
Council (NRC) identified procedural fluency and conceptual understanding
as two of the five components of mathematical proficiency. The NRC calls
for their inclusion in curricula, instructional materials, and assessments
as they define what it means to learn math successfully.2 As students
cannot be ready for college and career without being mathematically
proficient, the redesigned sat assesses fluency with mathematical
procedures and conceptual understanding with equal intensity.
The following two sample questions show some of the ways in which
fluency and understanding are important on the redesigned sat.

example 2

4x − y = 3y + 7
x + 8y = 4
Based on the system of equations above, what is the value of
the product xy?
A)

3
2

B)

1
4

C)

1
2

D) 11
9
Example 2, again from Heart of Algebra, rewards fluency in solving pairs
of simultaneous linear equations. Rather than looking for a clever way of
back solving the value of the product xy from the system, students can
solve the system for the values of x and y, then simply multiply them to
get choice C, 1 . Note that because the system is not given in standard
2
form, this requires doing some additional algebra, further reinforcing
the need for fluency.
 /BUJPOBM3FTFBSDI$PVODJM, Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn Mathematics 8BTIJOHUPO %$5IF/BUJPOBM
"DBEFNJFT1SFTT  
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SECTION IV

example 3

The function f is defined by f (x) = 2x 3 + 3x 2 + cx + 8, where c is a
constant. In the xy-plane, the graph of f intersects the x-axis at the three
points (–4, 0), ( 1 , 0), and (p, 0). What is the value of c?
2
A) –18
B) –2
C)
2
D) 10

Example 3, from Passport to Advanced Math, assesses conceptual
understanding of polynomials and their graphs. If a student understands
these concepts and requires, for example, the point (–4, 0) to lie on the
graph, this results in 0 = 2(–4)3 + 3(–4)2 + c(–4) + 8. A student who
looks for and makes use of structure will monitor the calculation at this
point and recognize an equation that determines the desired value of
c, –18. Seeing that he or she is on the right track, the student will then
perform the calculations required to solve for c.
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SECTION IV

RICHER APPLICATIONS, EMPHASIZING CAREER,
SCIENCE, AND SOCIAL STUDIES APPLICATIONS
In response to evidence about essential prerequisites for college
and career readiness and success, the redesigned sat’s Math Test
requires students to apply their mathematics knowledge, skills, and
understandings in challenging, authentic contexts. Students taking the
Math Test will encounter a range of disciplines and will be asked to
address real-world problems drawn from science, social studies, and
careers and demonstrate a capacity for sustained reasoning over the
multiple steps required to answer many of the questions on the exam.
In these ways, the Math Test also rewards and incentivizes valuable work
in the classroom.
Applications on the redesigned sat’s Math Test require students to
demonstrate the ability to analyze a situation, determine the essential
elements required to solve the problem, represent the problem
mathematically, and carry out a solution. These applications often also
require linking topics within the mathematics domain (e.g., functions
and statistics) and across disciplines (e.g., math and science). Learning
to model and problem solve is enhanced when students use the same
mathematics (e.g., linear equations) to solve problems in different
contexts (e.g., science, social studies, or careers).
Example 4 below is based on real-world methods (aerial observations of
wintering spots, or synoptic counts) used by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to count manatees, a type of sea mammal. This type of item is
an excellent way of connecting linear functions to statistics. In this item,
students are not required to model the line of best fit completely, but
they are required to decontextualize the item to understand that they
must compute the slope of the line of best fit to get the correct answer, 150.
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SECTION IV

example 4

Count of Manatees

Number of Manatees

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

Year
The scatterplot above shows counts of Florida manatees, a type of sea
mammal, from 1991 to 2011. Based on the line of best fit to the data
shown, which of the following values is closest to the average yearly
increase in the number of manatees?
A)
0.75
B) 75
C) 150
D) 750
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SECTION IV

Example 5 below is another rich application item that uses a science
context to make a connection across math domains (functions and
statistics) and across subjects (math and science). In this item, students
need to synthesize the information given in the graph and the prompt
and determine which pieces of information in the graph will help
provide them with a correct statement about the data.

Area Covered (sq cm)

example 5

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Bacteria Growth
Dish 1

Dish 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time (h)

A researcher places two colonies of bacteria into two petri dishes that
each have area 10 square centimeters. After the initial placement of the
bacteria (t = 0), the researcher measures and records the area covered by
the bacteria in each dish every ten minutes. The data for each dish were
fit by a smooth curve, as shown above, where each curve represents the
area of a dish covered by bacteria as a function of time, in hours. Which
of the following is a correct statement about the data above?
A)
B)
C)
D)

149

At time t = 0, both dishes are 100% covered by bacteria.
At time t = 0, bacteria covers 10% of Dish 1 and 20% of Dish 2.
At time t = 0, Dish 2 is covered with 50% more bacteria than Dish 1.
For the first hour, the area covered in Dish 2 is increasing at a higher
average rate than the area covered in Dish 1.
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SECTION IV

ITEM SETS THAT ALLOW FOR MORE THAN ONE QUESTION
ABOUT A GIVEN SCENARIO
Asking more than one question about a given scenario allows students
taking the redesigned sat to do more sustained thinking and explore
situations in greater depth. Students will encounter longer problems
like these in their postsecondary work. By including item sets, the
redesigned sat rewards and incentivizes aligned, productive work
in classrooms.
Item sets can be used to dig deeper into a student’s understanding of
a construct or to make connections to other domains. For example,
one question from a set may ask about statistics and probability and
the next may ask about the function that models the data. In the
classroom, item sets manifest the connections between domains and
provide opportunities for students to practice and extend their skills of
abstraction, analysis, and communication.
Within this subset of questions, students will encounter:

»  career-related contexts, which could include scale drawings, estimation,
unit rates, percentages, and proportional relationships;

»  problem sets that make use of these contexts, allowing multiple
questions about a single stimulus;

»  real-life scenarios that will likely yield more complex solutions; and
»  real-life scenarios that might not be proportional; for instance, students
may be asked to demonstrate their proficiency with scaling quantities
that aren’t proportional or with situations of diminishing returns and
accelerated growth.

150

item set:
In the classroom, item sets manifest
the connections between different
domains and provide opportunities
for students to practice and extend
their skills of abstraction, analysis,
and communication. In the
redesigned sat, item sets allow the
effective measurement of these skills
and inspire productive practice in
the classrooms.
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SECTION IV

example 6

(This is a student-produced response item set. Students grid in their
answers, which are machine scored.)
An international bank issues its Traveler credit cards worldwide. When a
customer makes a purchase using a Traveler card in a currency different
from the customer’s home currency, the bank converts the purchase
price at the daily foreign exchange rate and then charges a 4% fee on the
converted cost.
Sara lives in the United States, but is on vacation in India. She used her
Traveler card for a purchase that cost 602 rupees (Indian currency). The
bank posted a charge of $9.88 to her account that included the 4% fee.
part 1

What foreign exchange rate, in Indian rupees per one U.S. dollar, did the
bank use for Sara’s charge? Round your answer to the nearest whole number.
part 2

A bank in India sells a prepaid credit card worth 7,500 rupees. Sara can
buy the prepaid card using dollars at the daily exchange rate with no fee,
but she will lose any money left unspent on the prepaid card. What is the
least number of the 7,500 rupees on the prepaid card Sara must spend
for the prepaid card to be cheaper than charging all her purchases on the
Traveler card? Round your answer to the nearest whole number of rupees.
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solution
part 1

$9.88 represents the conversion of 602 rupees plus a 4% fee on the
converted cost.
To calculate the original cost of the item in dollars, x:
1.04x = 9.88
x = 9.5

Since the original cost is $9.50, to calculate the exchange rate r, in Indian
rupees per one U.S. dollar:
9.50 dollars ×

r rupees
= 602 rupees
1 dollar
602
r=
9.50
≈ 63 rupees

part 2

Let d dollars be the cost of the 7,500-rupee prepaid card. This implies
d
that the exchange rate on this particular day is
dollars per
7,500
rupee. Suppose Sara’s total purchases on the prepaid card were r
d
r dollars. If Sara
rupees. The value of the r rupees in dollars is
7,500
spent the r rupees on the Traveler card instead, she would be charged
d
(1.04 )
r dollars. To answer the question about how many
7,500
rupees Sara must spend in order to make the Traveler card a cheaper

(

)

)

(

option (in dollars) for spending the r rupees, we set up the inequality
d
r
1.04
r ≥ d . Rewriting both sides reveals 1.04
d ≥ (1)d ,
7,500
7,500
r
≥ 1. Dividing on both sides by 1.04
from which we can infer 1.04
7,500
and multiplying on both sides by 7,500 finally yields r ≥ 7,212. Hence

(

)

(

)

(

)

the least number of rupees Sara must spend for the prepaid card to be
cheaper than the Traveler card is 7,212.
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SECTION IV

Note that Example 6 is not a multiple-choice item. Responses are
gridded in by students, which often allows for multiple correct responses
and solution processes. Such items allow students to freely apply their
critical thinking skills when planning and implementing a solution.
Example 6 is also an item set that includes two student-produced
response questions. Student-produced response item set questions on
the redesigned sat measure the complex knowledge and skills that
require students to deeply think through the solutions to problems. Set
within a range of real-world contexts, these questions require students
to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them; make
connections between and among the different parts of a stimulus; plan
a solution approach, as no scaffolding is provided to suggest a solution
strategy; abstract, analyze, and refine an approach as needed; and
produce and validate a response. These types of questions require the
application of complex cognitive skills.
A NOCALCULATOR PORTION
The redesigned sat’s Math Test will contain two portions: one in which
the student may use a calculator and another in which the student
may not. The no-calculator portion allows the redesigned sat to assess
fluencies valued by postsecondary instructors and includes conceptual
questions for which a calculator will not be helpful. Meanwhile, the
calculator portion gives insight into students’ capacity to use appropriate
tools strategically. The calculator is a tool that students must use (or not
use) judiciously.
The calculator portion of the test will include more complex modeling
and reasoning questions to allow students to make computations more
efficiently. However, this portion will also include questions in which the
calculator could be a deterrent to expedience, thus assessing appropriate
use of tools. For these types of questions, students who make use of
structure or their ability to reason will reach the solution more rapidly
than students who get bogged down using a calculator.
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example 7

What is one possible solution to the equation

24
12
−
= 1?
x +1 x −1

Example 7, from the no-calculator portion of the test, requires students
to look at the structure of the expression and find a way to rewrite it,
again showing the link between fluency and mathematical practices. The
student must transform the expression without a calculator, for example
by multiplying both sides of the equation by a common denominator
as a first step to find the solution. This leads to x = 5 and x = 7, both of
which should be checked in the original equation to ensure that they are
not extraneous.
Additional example items showing the distinctive features of the
redesigned sat’s Math Test within the four content categories can be
found in Appendix B.
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SECTION IV

Summary
The preceding discussion has presented an overview of the redesigned
sat’s Math Test along with a discussion of some of the key features that
make the Math Test distinctive both compared to the current sat’s math
section and compared to other assessments within the field. As with
the Evidence-Based Reading and Writing area of the redesigned sat,
we at the College Board are continuing our research and development
of the redesigned sat’s Math Test. In doing so, we may find that we will
need to make adjustments to our specifications as presented in this
section (e.g., number of items, time limits, and scores). Any adjustments
made, however, would be made only to more effectively serve the
evidence-based features that are the focus of our development work
on the Math Test. Our commitment, as we relate in Section V, includes
communicating any and all changes widely and in a timely manner.
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